
1. On the following slide there is a list of 
numbered quotes from a study about dogs. 
(woof!)

2. In your notebook, for each number:
a) Decide what type of concept it is.
b) Brainstorm 2-5 first-person present 

tense verbs (or if it’s an emotional 
reaction, 2-5 emotions after the verb 
“feel”) that represent the concepts.

created by: indi young

Exercise: 5 minutes
You can download the data and diagram 
from this study on my site indiyoung.com …

“Eat, Smell, Prey” under the 
Knowledge/Examples menu item

(includes a funny video!)
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# ID Quote Type Brainstorm
1 103 work on my pack status everyday … One social rule I follow is to be friendly to 

people my human stops and chats with in the street, so when I see them again I 
can greet them as an equal. My human says hello, I say hello…It’s a pack 
hierarchy thing, I gain social status

2 104 mom is talking loudly again. She doesn't seem happy. Why doesn't she like the 
game? Uh oh, she has stopped. She has stopped and won’t walk. What happens 
if I stop playing the game? Oh, she starts walking again. Ok, I guess if I want to 
keep up with brother and sister I better not play

3 112 Was that a skateboard?!? I HATE YOU SO MUCH! I HATE YOU. … Terrible sound. 
Unnatural horizontal motion. … I hear a skateboard. I much bark at it, a lot. 
They will learn.

4 111we were trudging through the wilderness, running into so much bear poop! It 
was everywhere. And the smells, ah the smells! So much to explore.

5 113 They were running through the house, him with his hands in the air and the 
children chasing him. There was much screaming. I followed to be sure nothing 
bad happened. I am the diplomat--I like to stop arguments. This looked like 
one so when they all landed in a pile on the bed I squirmed in between the 
bodies and laid my neck over my person's neck.

6 105 Are you taking me out for a walk? Are you? … for when that walk happens … 
Wait are you going out? … ARE YOU GOING OUT NOW? I BET WE ARE. … that 
means we are GOING OUT. … Hey ARE WE GOING OUT NOW OR WHAT MY BALL 
FELL OUT OF MY MOUTH ARE WE GOING OUT … Are we going for a walk now? 
Now? Now? Now? 



the answers are on the next slides
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# ID Quote Type Brainstorm
1 103 work on my pack status everyday … One social rule I follow 

is to be friendly to people my human stops and chats with 
in the street, so when I see them again I can greet them as 
an equal. My human says hello, I say hello…It’s a pack 
hierarchy thing, I gain social status

inner thinking work, follow, gain

2 104 mom is talking loudly again. She doesn't seem happy. Why 
doesn't she like the game? Uh oh, she has stopped. She has 
stopped and won’t walk. What happens if I stop playing the 
game? Oh, she starts walking again. Ok, I guess if I want to 
keep up with brother and sister I better not play

inner thinking wonder, puzzle, guess

3 112 Was that a skateboard?!? I HATE YOU SO MUCH! I HATE 
YOU. … Terrible sound. Unnatural horizontal motion. … I 
hear a skateboard. I much bark at it, a lot. They will learn.

guiding principle teach, bark

4 111we were trudging through the wilderness, running into so 
much bear poop! It was everywhere. And the smells, ah the 
smells! So much to explore.

emotional reaction feel amazed, excited, 
thrilled

5 113 They were running through the house, him with his hands 
in the air and the children chasing him. There was much 
screaming. I followed to be sure nothing bad happened. I 
am the diplomat--I like to stop arguments. This looked like 
one so when they all landed in a pile on the bed I squirmed 
in between the bodies and laid my neck over my person's 
neck.

inner thinking or 
guiding principle

make sure, squirm, 
stop, protect
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# ID Quote Type Brainstorm
6 105 Are you taking me out for a walk? Are you? … for when that 

walk happens … Wait are you going out? … ARE YOU GOING 
OUT NOW? I BET WE ARE. … that means we are GOING OUT. 
… Hey ARE WE GOING OUT NOW OR WHAT MY BALL FELL 
OUT OF MY MOUTH ARE WE GOING OUT … Are we going for 
a walk now? Now? Now? Now? 

inner thinking or 
emotional reaction

wonder, insist, hope, 
feel excited
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